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Report on 

“My story - Motivational Session by Successful Innovators” 

7th March 2022 

Objective: To develop awareness regarding to the innovation and provide a motivation to 

students by communicating journey of successful innovator. 

About the Speaker: The guest speaker for the session was Mr. Sagar Hariba Chopade, who 

is a mechanical engineer and founder of Jay Malhar Automobile and Engineering. He 

innovates a small scaled JCB equipment by using scrap spares like engine of TATA 407 and 

gear box and parts like hydraulic pump. Mr. Sagar Hariba Chopade   is  successfully 

manufactured the material lifting bucket from scrap plates welded together. The machine 

manufactured is having capacity upto 1 tons and useful for application of sewage cleaning, 

debris removal at Municipal corporation works. Being an successful innovator became an 

entrepreneur for further manufacturing of small machines, body building of heavy duty 

vehicles, agriculture applications, automobile services. In the age of 28 years he proved 

himself to be a successful innovator who could be even successful entrepreneur as well. 

Brief aspects of the event highlights:       

A session was organized under the aegis of Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC),VCET, 

Vasai. Mr. Sagar Hariba Chopade  presented a seminar on the topic “My Story Motivational 

Session by Successful Innovators”. He started the session by introducing his mechanical 

workshop, Jay Malhar automobile and engineering. He spoke on a variety of important 

subjects, including generating the ideas and application, the significance of the correct 

technique and execution procedure, overcoming difficulties, and setting desired objectives, 

among others. He also communicated his entire journey, including how he first thought of 

implementing innovative ideas for the development of small scaled JCB equipment utilizing 

available scrap materials and creating a new adjustable spare. He overviewed his all good 

and bad times he encountered since commencing the project. He also discussed marketing 

methods, including how he built his client base and chose his target demographic, as well as 

financial factors, along with how he handled funds and settled on a pricing for his product 
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while making it affordable. He encased off the discussion by describing how he plans to 

grow his business. He underline a sentence if you are ready to do hardwork then sky is the 

limit.  

Students of the various disciplines like mechanical, civil, and computer engineering had 

taken part in the session with interest. All of the students and participants found the seminar 

to be highly encouraging and motivational. The students are eager to know how the testing 

of the manufactured components could be carried out, how to optimize the weight of the 

body of heavy duty truck , how the management of your organization takes place, strategies 

adopted for attracting the customers etc. Mr. Sagar interacted with students and satisfied to 

all the questions by sharing examples experienced by himself. The session ended with the 

vote of thanks delivered by Dr. Ashish Chaudhari, President, IIC- Vidyavardhini’s College 

of Engineering and Technology (VCET), Vasai.  

Learning Outcomes:  

The following were some of the major highlights of the seminar's: 

 A thorough understanding of generating ideas and startup. 

 Understanding how to manage numerous elements such as advertising, marketing, and 

finance required for the successful entrepreneur 

 How to deal with challenges that arise in the workplace. 

Banner for dissemination on social media 
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Feedback: 

Summary of Overall Feedback Responses 
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Glimpse of Seminar: 
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